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S.A. Novikov, V.A. Pushkov and A.S. Eremenko 

Russian Federal Nuclear Center (VNIIEF), 607190 Sarov, Nizhni Novgorod region, Russia 

Abstract. The paper describes the technique of K ,  crack resistance determination (i.e. determination 
of critical coefficient of stresses intensity under plane st-rains) for rocks under dynamic loading. The 
technique is based on modified Kol'sky method of dynamic tests, where split-Hopkinson-bars are used. 
Tested compact specimen for wedging is placed between ends of two bars. Then it is subjected to 
dynamic loading. Value of crack resistance is determined using effort-ends shift diagram, obtained by 
experiment. Impact testing machine with rubber accelerator of striker is used for dynamic loading. 
Granite specimens from Vyborgskoe deposit are tested. Values of K ,  are obtained in the following 
interval of relative velocities of loading: ;=(0.1 - 3.0) . 10~s.'. 
Value of is inversely proportional to time of effort increase up to critical value, when crack shifts. 

~ 6 s u m i .  On propose la rndthode pour estirner la r6sistance des rochers 2 la fissuration Kid (le 
coefficient critique,de I'intensite' des contraintes k la diforrnation plate) 'a cause du chargement 
dynarnique. La rnethode proposke est bas& sur la rndthode des, essais dynamiques de Kolskl 
rnodifie'e, dans l$quelle on applique les barres de Hopgnson coupees. La valeur de rdsi2tance 'a la 
Lssuration est dete;rninie > partir du diagramme exper~mental de'crivant I'eJfort et le deplacernent 
des abouts. Pour realiser le chargement on utilise une sonnette avec I'accdlerateur du percuteur en 
caou;chouc. 
Les echantillons de granite du gisernent Vyborgskoye ont e'td e'prouve's. Les valeurs KIJ ont Ctd 
obtenues dans la garnme des vitesses de rnise en charge relatives Vz(0.1-3.0).10" s-1. La valeur ? 
est inversernent proportionnelle au temps d'augmentation de I'effort jusqu'i la valeur critique quand 
la fissure s'dbranle. 

1. Introduction. 

-3 
Under high-rate loading with characteristic time of loading (1 - 5) . 10 s and less some difficulties, 

caused by dynamic effects, are faced when employing standart schemes of testing for crack resistance. 
Effective techniques to determine dynamic crack resistance with the use o f  split-Hopkinson-bar (SHB) 
method and compact specimen for wedging were proposed in [1,2]. The authors have taken it as a basis. 
At such a scheme of  specimen loading the wedging effort can be found using the formula: 

where E , s - the elasticity modulus and the area of the bar's cross section; E, ( t  )-strain pulse arrived in 

the supporting bar. 
The strain is calculated using approximated formula with no regards to the initial non-stationary 

phase, when strains are very small 
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where c - rate of elastic wave in the bars; E~ ( t  )-the strain pulse, which falls on a specimen through the 
loading bar. Pulses E; ( t  ) and E, ( t  ) are recorded by tensoresistors on the bars. P-6 diagram is 
obtained by elimination of time t from (1) and (2). 

By the standart way [3] it is possible to determine the critical force PC from P-6 diagram, where 
this force corresponds to the destruction beginning, and which is used to calculate the value of dynamic 
crack resistance K Id . Kld can be calculated using the formula 

where S N  - data-sheet section of the specimen resistance; I - length of the initial crack; Y - calibrating 

function (K - calibration). 
In this work the authors used a plane specimen for wedging with rectangular data-sheet section 

and a triangular cut-out for placement of a wedge-shaped end of the loading bar. It was modified from the 
specimen of WLCT (wedge-loaded compact tension) type [4]. 

The calibrating function K of the specimen was determined by experiment with the use of the 
compliance method employing known Irwin-Keis relation [5]: 

p2.E KT = 
1 dx ! . - .  - . 

2 8  1-,u2 d l '  

Here x = 6 /P is the specimen compliance determined using P-6 diagram with different lengths 
of cracks; Eo, p - the elasticity modulus and Poisson's ratio of the specimen material; B - the specimen 
thickness. 

Since the attempts to cause initial cracks in granite specimens were unsuccessful, calibration K 
was determined using specimens from organic glass, which were similar in sizes and with known value of 
K . K I values of granite and organic glass specimens without initial cracks differed by 10% or less. 

It is convenient to assess velocity mode of loading ~lsing relative loading rate T determined as the 
reciprocal of time of loading increase from zero to PC : 

4 -1 
The limiting value T for conservation of the quasistatic conditions of loading is (3 - 4) . 10 s . 

As this takes place, dynamic effects, caused by longitudinal and lateral inertia of the specimen and 
assessed usingformulae from [4], are equal to 6% of PC or less. 



2. Scheme of the experiment and obtained results. 

In the experiments for dynamic loading we used an impact testing machine with a rubber accelerator of 
the striker. The striker was accelerated up to 1 - 2 4 s  and striked against special damper, fastened on the 
loading bar. The damper forms the loading pulse. The bars were manufactured from 30KhGSA steel with 
the following sizes: 0 1 6  x 900 mm (the loading bar) and 0 16 x 900 mm (the supporting bar). We 
manufactured plane specimens with height (2H), width (W), thickness (B) of two typical sizes 
(2H x W x 4: 20 x 24 x 14 mm and 14 x 17 x 8 rnrn. Specimens with less sizes were manufactured from 
fragments of specimens, cracked during the experiments. The specimens had a triangular cut-out with the 
depth of 10mm. Value of the cut-out, where the specimen was connected with the wedge-shaped end of 
the loading bar, was equal to 30". SN = B . W was assumed as data-sheet section of the resistance. Granite 

specimens from Vyborgskoe deposit were prepared for testing. Preliminarily we studied structure, 
determined elastic constants Eo, p and density p of the material. The were: ~ ~ = 7 . 1 0 4  MPa, p=0.25, 
p =2.65.103 kg/m3. The grain value, measured on the destruction surface, was 1-1.5 mm. 

To decrease friction influence, we lubricated contacting surfaces of the specimen and the wedge- 
shaped end of the bar with specially selected lubricant. According to our assessments, the use of the 
lubricant allowed to reach the friction coefficient of 0.05 or less due to low contacting pressures (several 
megapascals) and small displacements 6 (0.03-0.6mm). All experiments were carried out at the normal 

3 temperature. The loading rates interval was 10 < v < 3 .10~~- ' .Gran i t e  destruction had brittle 
character. This destruction took place along glass-like intergrain sublayers. KId values of granite, 

obtained in the experiments, are tabulated in the table. 

Table 

K Id has no dependence on V ,  and the average value of K is l,l6i0,16 ~ ~ a . m l / l  in the 

studied range of loading rates. The granite destruction energy, determined using GriEths criterion for the 
case of plane deformation, is 18+0,5 ~ / m ~ .  
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